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ABSTRACT

The efficacy of devices, systems, and programs used for physical security
depend critically on having periodic and effective vulnerability assessments.
Effective vulnerability assessments, in turn, require certain conditions and
attributes. These include:7

.'a proper understanding of their purpose/ 
i"not confusing vulnerability assessments with other kinds of metrics,

analyses, tests, and security exercises7 7;
.'the view that vulnerabilities are inevitable, and that finding them is

good news (since they can then be mitigated), not bad newsj7
*rejection of findings of no vulnerabilities7 7
*avoidance of mere compliance mode" rubber stamping> 

* the use of the proper outside, independent, imaginative personnel
psychologically predisposed to finding and demonstrating problems /7

* the absence of conflicts of interest, 7'
• no unrealistic constraints on the possible attack tools, procedures,

personnel, or strategies:,'
• efforts to not just find and demonstrate vulnerabilities, but also to

suggest possible countermeasures/ 7.
• proper context I/ .
* input and buy-in from ALL facility security personnel, especially low- -

level personnel> 7
• emphasis on the simplest, most relevant attacks first/
* no underestimation of potential adversaries--
• consideration of fault analysis attacks-7
• awareness of Rohrbach's Maxim & Shannon's Maxim7/ 7.

In addition to these factors, we will cover some of the complex issues and
problems associated with the design of vulnerability assessments. There will
also be suggestions on how to conduct effective vulnerability assessments on
a severely limited budget. We will conclude with a discussion of both
conventional and unconventional ways of reporting results.
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